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and educated away from home.” He adds that “it is the hope of many that

such a measure will form part of an act for the treatment of habitual

drunkards, and there can be no doubt that only in that way may these chil-

dren have fair play.” In this connection different methods of restrictive

legislation are discussed. The tone here is tentative; the question is even

raised-and left unanswered-whether any such legislation can be of service;

but time culminating thought in this direction seems to be that “the disease

is so bad the cure could scarcely be worse,” and timat “until many remedies

have been tried we are not likely to make much progress.” As it appears

to the author, the remedy nearest hand at present is “Local Option in a

very broad sense.” He cannot sanction those sweeping laws that enthusi-

asts are forever pressing. Recognizing time fact that conditions and
peoples differ, lie asserts that “eaclm district nmumst have its own form of

liquor control. What suits Canada may do miscimief in Ireland, and a meas-

ure which would work wonders in Edinburgh might fare very badly in the

Englislm Midlands.” Simple propositions these, but how often overlooked.

Those well-meaning enthusiasts who have forced upon the statute books of

some of our western States, prohibitory laws that are foredoomed to rank as

dead-letters in the centres of population-however effectual in the rural dis-

tricts-would have ftmrthmered time end of true reform had they timought more

along these hines.
As a whole, Dr. Wilson’s conclusions on time subject of the therapeutics of

drunkenness will probably seem to the reader to justify his own opening

words: “The subject upon which we enter is assuredly not inspiriting.”
But they cannot fail to impress hmini also as a candid, earnest expression of

the truth. As such they form a fitting conclusion of a work which is

essentially pimihosoplmical throughout, and whmicim would be important, if for

no other reason, because it is a tacit but telling rebuke to time “drunkard-

curing” charlatanry that. is the mnedical South Sea Bubble of our time.

That the aumthor hia(I no such thought upon his mind, only makes his mes-

sage in this regard time more telling. n. s. w.

Jlibcri,atiun (10(1 Allied -‘totes i/i A0111u118. By WESLEY MILLS, M. A., M. D.,
F. B. S. C., Professor of Physiology in McGill University, Montreal.
Reprinted from time Transactions of the Royal Society, Canada.

Dr. Mills’ paper is (livide(I into two parts, in the first of which instances

of hibernation and kindred states are cited, and in time second is discussed

their real nature. More than usual interest attaches to this presentation

because time Or(hiflary phenomena of physiological hibernation in time lower

animals are considered in their relation to analogous pathological manifest-
ations in time hmuman subject. Tlmree instances of the latter are recorded.

The first, “Sleepy Joe,” a farmer, would sheep for several weeks, awaken-

ing, however, to attend to nature’s calls and to take food. He attained the

age of sixty years. “John T.,” a man of sixty-two years, for thirty-two

years past, has fallen into a deep sleep or stupor about time end of Septem-

ber, every year, and does not fully awaken until time following May or

June. With assistance he accepts nourishment and evacuates the bowels

and the bladder. In the summer he is fairly active, and able, under direc-
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tion, to do simple work. A third, and most remarkable case was made the

subject of an elaborate investigation and report by Dr. C. K. Clarke,

which appeared in a previous issue of the JOURNAL (October, 1891) under

the tithe of “A Case of Lethargy.”
Sleep is one of the modifications of the vital rhythm, and in its patholog-

ical manifestation as lethargy, Dr. Mills finds an analog)- witim phiysiolog-

ical states in lower animals, the type of which is hibernation. .1. �I. M.

.MIw South Wales: Report for 1892 of the Inipeetor- General of the Insane.
F. NORTON MANNING, M. D., Inspector-General.

On the 31st of December, 1892, there were 3,312 registered patients in the

colony, an increase during time year of 178 patients, which is 50 beyond time

increase for any previous year and 87 in excess of time average for the pre-

ceding ten years. Although the proportion of insane to population thus

rises from 1 in 371 in 1891 to I in 361, it is still below tile proportions in

Great Britain.
In assigning anxiety and worries incident upon general commercial de-

pression, as the cause of this exceptionally large influx of patients, Dr. Man-

fling is not unmindful of the indirect results of financial embarrassment in

driving to public support a number of dements and imbeciles, cared for at

home in more prosperous times.
There were admitted during the year 666, of whom 585 were admitted

for the first time; discharged, 292, of whom 261 are reported recovered and

31 relieved. The percentage of recoveries on admissions and re-admissions

was 39.18, lower by four per cent. tlman the average for the past ten years.

There were 191 deaths. The chief causes of death were cerebral disease,

general paralysis and epilepsy. From pulmonary diseases 30 deaths oc-

curred, from diseases of the heart and blood-vessels, 20; and from general

debility and old age, 27.
Among the threatened casualties for the year was the apparent drowning

of a patient, wimo was umitimately resuscitated by the efforts of trained

nurses. In time table of causes of insanity, alcoholic intemperance con-

tinues to occupy the first place. Epilepsy was also a frequently assigned

cause. Physical causes were much more prominent than mental. Time
statute permitting leave of absence on probation meets with continued ap-

proval, and during the year 203 patients experienced its beneficent provis-
ions. “It gives an opportunity of testing time fitness for discharge in

doubtful cases; it enables patients who are the subjects of recumrrent in.

sanity to spend at imome and with friends time brighter and better periods of

their lives and to return to hospital without the expense and trouble of

fresh proceedings under the Lunacy Act; and the change in some cases is

beneficial to both general and mental health.”
The ward for epileptics, proposed in the Report for 1891, has been com-

pleted at the hospital at Rydalmere and a new ward for imbeciles is in

operation at Newcastle. These buildings accommodate 92 patients, and

have been erected, finished and furnished at a cost of #{163}75per bed. The re-
lief from crowding thus afforded is only partial, and it is estimated that




